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Plwfessionol NewsLerreR
Ethics at Cas« Nifestem Reserve Univenicy

A long-time supporter of the CPE and a former member ofour Advisory Board, M.C.
“Terry” Hockenstad, holds the Ralph S. and Dorothy P. Schmitt Chair in Social Work
at CWRU's School of Applied Social Sciences. He was Dean at SASS from 1974 to
1983, and presently serves as the President of the Council of Social Work Education.
In his role as President, Terry wrote an editorial for the Council’s bi-yearly publication,
“The Social Work Education Reporter,” which we asked to reprint because it
expresses so weil the need for ethics to be taught in a formal way in every professional
school in the University. Although Terry’s focus is social work education, the problem
he articulates is one that has been endemic to higher education in this century. Our
thanks to Terry and the Council for permitting us to share his thoughts.
Robert P. Lawry

PREPARATION FOR PRACTICE: THE ETHICAL DIMENSION
M.C. “Terry” Hokenstad
Professional ethics, those moral principles which
guide professional action, provide a foundation for prac
tice in social work, law, medicine and other major pro
fessions in American society. An ethical code is one
major attribute of a profession. In social work, the Code of
Ethics enacted by the National Association of Social
Workers states the practitioner’s ethical obligations to
clients and the social responsibilities owed in services to
the public as a whole. The code provides a general guide
to inform social workers, clients, and the public of the
profession’s ethical standards.
Preparation for professional practice certainly includes
acquiring an understanding of ethical standards. Yet it
requires much more. Professional education must go
beyond providing knowledge of ethical codes to facilitat
ing the development of ethical judgement. Daniel
Callahan, Director of The Hastings Center for Pro
fessional Ethics, has stated that half of professional deci
sion making requires ethical rather than scientific judge
ment. If anything, this may be an understatement for
social work. Such judgement requires the capability to
make moral precepts operational in specific situations

and calls for a tolerance of ambiguity in some cases and
the ability to resolve conflicts between principles in
others. The ethical practitioner is one who is prepared to
make reasoned decisions in the ethical dilemmas of
day-to-day practice. Preparation for such decision mak
ing is a major responsibility of professional education.
Social work education recognizes the importance of
an ethical dimension in preparing students for pro
fessional practice. The Curriculum Policy Statement for
Master’s Degree and Baccalaureate Degree Programs
in Social Work Education spells out “the values and prin
ciples that guide professional social workers in their
practice and that should be manifest throughout every
social work curriculum.” It also points to the need to
develop ethical judgement by indicating that “the com
plexities of the procedures and judgements necessary
for the discriminating application of those values and
ethics require that schools demonstrate how ethical pre
cepts are incorporated into the curriculum as part of the
accreditation process.” The Policy Statement does not
spell out how this should be done beyond prescribing
that “identifiable consideration of social work values and

ethics should ... infuse curriculum including the field

All of this requires an educational format designed to
maximize the ethical dimension of social work practice.

practicum.”
Appropriate consideration of ethical principles and

Can learning objectives for this content be adequately

issues is thus mandated for social work curriculum.

achieved without a designated course on professional

However, the way in which such content is incorporated

ethics taught by a faculty member knowlegeable about

into the curriculum remains the prerogative of the in

moral philosophy as well as social work practice? This

dividual program. Most have implemented the mandate

question deserves attention by social work faculty.

by use of the infusion principle - that is, by including con

Recent trends in social work education make the ques

tent in various courses, but not offering a specific course

tion particulary pertinent today. The proliferation of

on professional ethics. This approach has the potential of

extended degree, intensive semester and other part-time

integrating the ethical dimension into class and field

programs is resulting in a growing number of students

practice courses, but has the disadvantage of often

who have limited contact with either other students or

loosely defined respon

with faculty outside the

sibility for the develop

classroom. Many of these

ment and explication of

students receive no field

ethical content. It can be
particularly problematic
if limited attention is given
to value dilemmas and
Issues.
Whatever approach is

“Professional education must go be
yond providing knowledge of ethical
codes to facilitating the development
of ethical judgement. ”

practicum outside their
agency of employment.
These factors limit the
depth and breadth of
their socialization into the
profession and in par

used to include ethical

ticular the non-classroom

content in the curriculum

opportunities to consider
social work values and

there must be sufficient
emphasis and adequate time for students to give in-

their ethical implications. Thus, well planned and stuc-

depth consideration to both principles and dilemmas,

tured classroom content on professional ethics becomes

and attention to examination of the values base of social

even more critical. Each School of Law offers a course in

work as interpreted in the code of ethics. Cases and field

professional responsibility covering the philosophy and

practicum experiences can then be drawn upon to

ethical practices for the profession. Can any School of

specify practitioner choice and action in affirming pro

Social Work afford to do less?

fessional values. Considerable classroom discussion
spent weighting and reviewing reasons for a particular
course of action is necessary for optimal learning. This
includes thorough consideration of value dilemmas aris
ing from cases or issue-oriented situations where there
are no easy answers. Howard Bowen of the Clarmont
Graduate College, one of the foremost commentators on
American higher education, has emphasized that ethical
learning best takes place by the discussion of ideas, dil
emmas and alternatives rather than through exhortation
or value analysis.
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129 Yost Hall
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Dear Friend:
It is time again to ask for your support of the presence and the activities of the Center. Our annual expenses run around
$34,000 and our membership income is definitely a necessary part of that budget.
Our activities include:
• The Monday Evening Dialogue Forums.
• At least one conference each year.
• The “Systems of Ethical Decision-Making” seminar which is provided for a number of University classes and pro
fessional societies as well as professional organizations in the Cleveland area.
• Our four-week study group on ethical thinking.
While these activities merit your support, the bottom-line reason we need your financial contribution is to continue the
very influential presence of the Center in both the University and the community. Much activity in the arena of ethical
thinking, both within the University and the community, has occurred because of the Center’s presence and the offering
of our resources. Our presence provides the encouragement for organizations to examine the ethical issues inherent in
their profession or business. In this we rejoice. And you share in this with your support.
Please let us hear from you soon.
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